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Abstract Emotion recognition from speech in real-time is
an upcoming research topic and the consideration of real-
time constraints concerns all aspects of the recognition sys-
tem. We present here a comparison of units and feature types
for speech emotion recognition. To our knowledge, a com-
prehensive comparison of many different units on several
databases is still missing in the literature and we also discuss
units with special emphasis on real-time processing, that is,
we do not only consider accuracy but also speed and ease of
calculation. For the feature types, we also use only features
that can be extracted fully automatically in real-time and
look at which types best characterise which emotion classes.
Gained insights are used as validation of methodology for
our online speech emotion recognition system EmoVoice.

                                              
                

1 Introduction

The consideration of realistic scenarios has come to the fore
in recent years in research on speech emotion recognition.
For online processing in real-time, which is needed for many
realistic applications of emotion recognition, all aspects of
the recognition system have to be tuned to a compromise
between accuracy and speed. Until now, little attention in
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research has been paid to emotion units as a design deci-
sion for applications, because they arose naturally in acted
speech as the single recorded utterances or, in more natural
settings, as (manually segmented) dialogue turns. However,
when doing online speech emotion recognition consistent
and meaningful appropriate units have to be found. For this
reason, we present here a systematic comparison of many
units and also discuss the units with respect to their online
capabilities. Furthermore, we investigate the relevance of
various feature types for different tasks by analysing mul-
tiple databases of acted as well as realistic emotions which
should enable as to achieve very generally valid results. In
order to face realistic conditions, we rely only on features
that can be calculated automatically and fast exclusively
from the acoustic signal. The insights gained on best units
and relevant feature types are used for our own online speech
emotion recognition system [40] which is part of our open-
source emotion recognition toolkit EmoVoice.1

In the following, we will first identify possible emotion
units and feature types and discuss their usage in the exist-
ing literature. Then, we describe the three database that we
base our experiments on. Afterwards we present our inves-
tigations on emotion units as well as features and conclude
with the insights gained from these experiments.

2 Emotion Units

The first step in an automatic speech emotion recognition
system is to segment the audio input signal into meaningful
units to later derive the actual features from acoustic mea-
surements of those units. The units are usually linguistically

1http://hcm-lab.de/EmoVoice.html.
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motivated medium-length time intervals such as utterances
(e.g. [16, 19, 30] or words [1, 38]. Though the decision on
which kind of unit to take is evidently important, it had
initially not received much attention. Most approaches so
far have dealt with utterances of acted emotions where the
choice of unit is obviously just this utterance, a well-defined
linguistic unit with no change of emotion within. However,
in spontaneous speech this kind of obvious unit does not
exist. Neither is the segmentation into utterances straight-
forward nor can a constant emotion be expected over an ut-
terance. Generally speaking, a good emotion unit has to ful-
fil certain requirements. In particular, it should be (1) well-
defined to be consistently extracted, (2) long enough so
that features can reliably be calculated by means of sta-
tistical functions (if—as is here—the approach of global
statistics features is taken), (3) short enough to guarantee
stable acoustic properties with respect to emotions within
the segment, (4) consistent with the labelling of the training
database. The first point is important because the segmen-
tation in training, test and application should be subject to
the same rules, that is, it must have the same characteris-
tics. Thereto the rules for segmentation need to be unequivo-
cally defined. For example, the notion “sentence” does exist
for spontaneous speech, however, a segmentation into sen-
tences is often not feasible and if, it is often ambiguous. So
a sentence would not be a good unit for spontaneous speech,
though it is useful for read speech.

When, as is here and in many other work, the feature ex-
traction approach of calculating global statistics for given
time segments is taken, the classification units need to have
a minimum length. The more values statistical measures are
based on, the more expressive they are. On the other hand
all alterations of the emotional state should possibly be cap-
tured, so the unit should be short enough that no change of
emotion is likely to happen within. In addition, it should be
so short that the acoustic properties of the segment with re-
spect to emotions are stable, so that expressive features can
be derived. This is particularly important for features based
on statistical measures, since for instance the mean value
of a very inhomogeneous segment yields an inadequate de-
scription. Thus, a compromise has to be found for these two
conflicting requirements. Furthermore, for a given training
database, arbitrary units cannot be used, since emotion la-
bels are biased to some extent if they do not exist for exactly
this segmentation. Hence a comparison of units on differ-
ent databases must be drawn with care. For example, if the
database is labelled on turn level, not necessarily every word
in the turn has this emotion. Some might be neutral if consid-
ered individually, especially short words without emphasis.
In reverse, careful consideration is needed to derive a turn
label from word labels, for example by simple majority vot-
ing over word labels. It is often better to reduce the influence
of neutral words.

As we aim here at a real-time self-contained emotion
recognition system which does not necessarily require fur-
ther knowledge, for example about words and word bound-
aries, a further advantage of a good unit would be that it
can be automatically computed from the audio signal alone.
An alternative to linguistically motivated units can thus be
frames with a fixed length, for example 0.5 or 1 seconds.
Furthermore, a unit can be considered with its context, that
means for example for a word, to consider the preceding
and succeeding word(s) as well [1]. In the context of dia-
logue systems, for which emotion recognition is especially
applicable, whole dialogue turns can also serve as emotion
classification units. The length and nature of turns, however,
strongly depend on the dialogue system. In order to have a
unit in spontaneous speech that approximates utterances in
acted speech a—manual or automatic—boundary detection
can be carried out. A strategy for automatic boundary de-
tection is to segment by pauses, that is sections of low sig-
nal energy, that are at least 0.2 to 1 seconds long. For this
purpose, voice activity detection algorithms can be used, as
breaks in voice activity can mark the boundaries [40]. An
example of manually revised boundary detection is the syn-
tactic and prosodic chunking of the FAU Aibo Emotion Cor-
pus [34] which is also described later in this paper. So far,
there are some studies comparing various units [4, 23, 27,
28, 33, 38, 39], however, most of them are limited to one
database only. Among these, [28] examined fixed time in-
tervals and also combined features based on multiple time
scales into a super-vector. These time scales consisted of the
full utterance as well as first, second and third, or first, cen-
tral and last 500 milliseconds. Fixed time intervals turned
out to perform worse than utterances, but are very useful
in an online application context. The combination of mul-
tiple time scales which is also an approach to incorporate
timing information exceeded the performance of utterances,
showing that timing is evidently relevant for emotion recog-
nition. [4] introduced the “ememe” as smallest meaningful
emotional unit and compare words, syntactic chunks and se-
quences of ememes belonging to the same emotion class on
one database, the latter giving best results but is not easily
usable in practise. In an earlier study, we compared utter-
ances, words, words in context and fixed time intervals [39]
and found longer units to perform better. Generally speak-
ing, it strongly depends on the data and purpose which unit
fits best. So far, however, a comprehensive comparison of
many types of units on several databases is missing, that is
why we investigate this question here with special emphasis
on real-time processing.

3 Feature Extraction

Common features for speech emotion recognition are based
on short-term acoustic observations like pitch or energy.
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Since the specific values of these measures are usually not
too expressive per se, but rather their change over time, the
modelling of the temporal behaviour is crucial to the success
of the task. Basically, there are two approaches to do this,
which depend on the type of classifier that is used. Learn-
ing algorithms like HMMs model temporal changes by con-
sidering sequences of feature vectors, looking especially at
the transitions between the vectors (e.g. [29, 41, 43]). Thus,
a classification unit consists of a series of feature vectors
and obtains one label by the classifier. Standard classifiers,
however, assign one label to each feature vector. As a result,
time needs to be encoded in the features them-self, usually
by (optional) transformations of the basic values and apply-
ing (statistical) functions like mean calculation, that map a
series of values onto a single value (e.g. [3, 8, 19]). The lat-
ter approach is the one followed here. Of course, there is
a huge number of possibilities how to transform value se-
quences to single values. Our approach to feature extraction
is for the most part a generative one, which means that we
systematically apply statistical functions to derive features
from basic observations. By this, we calculate a multitude
of possibly relevant features starting from the basic feature
types of which the most relevant ones for a specific database
or application scenario can be selected. Other examples for
such an approach are [9, 25]. In the following, we discuss the
feature types that were used for the experiments described
later. These are pitch, energy, duration, spectral, cepstral,
voiced segments (derived from pitch) and voice quality fea-
tures. Our main goal is to find and use fast and fully au-
tomatic algorithms for feature extraction and classification
even if that may degrade recognition accuracy to some ex-
tent. For example, we do not use word information as this
would require a speech recognition step to precede the emo-
tion recognition. Other approaches comparing feature types
include [5, 21]. However, as with units, these were not con-
ducted on different types of databases.

Pitch: Pitch is often considered to be most important for
emotion perception. It is included in almost all emotional
speech feature sets e.g. [1, 8, 10, 17]. However, though it
does definitely have some importance for emotions, its in-
fluence is probably not as huge as typically assumed. Gen-
erally, a rise in pitch is an indicator for higher arousal, but
also the course of the pitch contour reveals information on
affect.

Energy: The energy curve depends on many factors, such
as phonemes, speaking style, utterance type (e.g. declara-
tive, interrogative, exclamatory), but also on the affective
state of the speaker [1, 8, 10, 17]. Again, like pitch, high en-
ergy roughly correlates with high arousal, but also variations
of the energy curve give hints on the speaker’s emotion.

Duration: Timing certainly plays a huge role in the ex-
pression of emotion [1, 17, 30]. This concerns the duration
of speech units like utterance length or average word length

in an utterance, but also the speaking rate. Speaking rate can
be measured e.g. by the word or syllable rate, if word infor-
mation is available. Furthermore, the distribution of voiced
and unvoiced segments from pitch calculation approximates
speaking rate. Speaking rate and duration itself but also vari-
ous temporal patterns of words or utterances can help to dis-
tinguish between emotional user states. For example, [20]
derive rhythm features from vowel duration. Similarly, the
duration and distribution of pauses is significant as it makes
a difference whether few long pauses or many short pauses
occur.

Spectrum: The spectrum of frequencies occurring in a
speech signal is also influenced by the affective state of the
speaker. Examples for features derived from the spectrum
are the spectral slope [14], spectral entropy [18], spectral
centre of gravity [32], the ratio of the spectral flatness to
the spectral centre of gravity [16], or log frequency power
coefficients [20, 24]. Most of these features encode the dis-
tribution and weighting of frequencies in the spectrum.

Cepstrum: The most prominent cepstral feature type are
MFCCs [7], but also Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients
(LPCCs) can be found [24]. MFCCs are evaluated in feature
sets with other feature types, but they are also relatively of-
ten used as sole feature type. Compared to most other types,
they have a greater potential to be self-sufficient because
they are a parametric representation incorporating many dif-
ferent aspects of the speech signal. MFCC calculation for the
feature set used here was again obtained from ESMERALDA

[11].
Voiced segments: The length and distribution of voiced

and unvoiced segments, as calculated by the pitch algorithm,
in a speech signal is related to voice characteristics. These
have not been explored as emotional speech features so far.

Voice quality: Relations of voice quality to emotions are
diverse, for instance, breathiness may result from excite-
ment, harshness from anger, or a frightened speaker might
whisper. Voice quality can be measured in several ways, jit-
ter, shimmer and harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) being the
most frequent ones in automatic classification approaches.
Jitter and shimmer measure the variability in distance and
amplitude of the glottal pulses. HNR can be computed on
the whole signal or on small parts of it. It relates the energy
of the harmonic parts of a signal to the energy of the noise
parts and thus measures the pureness of the voice. Though
it is intuitively a good indicator for emotions, voice qual-
ity features are not part of standard feature sets for emotion
recognition, but have been used seldom so far [22, 36].

Feature selection: As already mentioned, in most work
with global statistics features a selection process is applied
to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space. Feature se-
lection is beneficial for efficiency reasons on the one hand,
as a smaller set with comparable results is preferred over
a larger set, because training as well as classification times
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are shorter. On the other hand, in practise a feature selection
can actually increase performance, because with the learn-
ing algorithms used here, an addition of bad, redundant or
correlated features may even deteriorate accuracy. On small
training data sets, the “curse of dimensionality”, or the effect
of overfitting may occur. Furthermore, feature sets should
be optimised for the respective application scenario, since it
is assumed that good feature sets differ depending on the
data type. The most popular search method is sequential
(floating) forward selection [17, 30]. [25] alternatively use
a genetic search, [37] select those features that significantly
modify a linear regression model. [12] showed mutual cor-
relation of features as selection criterion to be inferior in ac-
curacy, but much faster than sequential selection methods.

4 Databases

Three databases were used for evaluation purposes. The first
one, the Berlin database of emotional speech, is a database
of acted read emotions, the other two were recorded in
Wizard-of-Oz settings. The SmartKom database has only
few emotions and contains speech of adults, while the
FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus is more emotional and con-
tains speech of children. All three databases are Ger-
man, however, all methods evaluated here work language-
independently. While classification on the Berlin database
is a relatively easy task, it is not very realistic as it con-
tains acted speech obtained under ideal acoustic conditions,
a scenario one would scarcely find in an application. Fur-
thermore, it is limited in size. The Aibo and the SmartKom
database are much harder tasks, because emotions are not as
prototypical and clear, but they are larger and close to real-
istic conditions. Thus, by evaluating these three databases,
that are described in detail in the following, a wide variety
of emotions is covered and results can be expected to be
largely general.

Berlin Database of Emotional Speech: The Berlin Data-
base of Emotional Speech was recorded at the Technical
University of Berlin, Germany [6], and is analysed very of-
ten in speech emotion recognition studies. It contains acted
emotional German speech of ten carefully chosen speakers
(5 male, 5 female) that were asked to pretend six different
emotions (anger, joy, sadness, fear, disgust and boredom) as
well as a neutral state in ten utterances each of emotionally
neutral content. They are characterised by a very high audio
quality. After the recordings a listening test was performed
with 20 human subjects who should recognise the emotion
of every utterance and rate it for its naturalness. Those ut-
terances from the collected material that were misclassified
by more than 20% of the test persons or perceived as unnat-
ural by more than 40% were discarded, ending up with 493
utterances (female: 286/male: 207). As can be seen in Ta-
ble 1 the distribution of emotions on the utterances is, except

Table 1 The distribution of emotions in the utterances of the Berlin
Database of Emotional Speech

Joy Anger Fear Disgust Boredom Sadness Neutral
∑

# 64 127 55 38 79 52 78 493

Table 2 The distribution of emotions in those turns of the FAU Aibo
Emotion corpus containing at least one AMEN word

Angry Motherese Emphatic Neutral
∑

# 867 487 1334 1307 3995

for anger, relatively equal. The available word boundary in-
formation was labelled manually. The database is evaluated
here by 5-fold speaker-independent cross-validation leaving
always two speakers out (one male, one female).

FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus: The FAU Aibo Emotion Cor-
pus was recorded at FAU Erlangen, Germany, in a Wizard-
of-Oz (WoZ) setting within the EU project PF-Star [34]. It
contains about 9.2 hours of speech from 51 children (fe-
male: 31, male: 20) in the age of 10 to 13 years interacting
with Sony’s robot dog Aibo. Each word was annotated by
five independent raters with the labels joyful, surprised, em-
phatic, helpless, touchy/irritated, angry, motherese, bored,
reprimanding, rest, and neutral. Word segmentation was ob-
tained from an automatic speech recogniser and then cor-
rected manually. Experiments described here are based on
a subcorpus that consists of the turns containing at least
one AMEN word as defined for the CEICES initiative [3].
AMEN words are only those words labelled with the four
most frequent classes Angry (formed by merging touchy,
reprimanding and angry), Motherese, Emphatic and Neutral
by at least three of the five labellers. The classes emphatic
and neutral were down-sampled to obtain a more balanced
distribution of emotions. Thus, the subcorpus based on the
turns of the AMEN words finally contains 3995 turns. Ta-
ble 2 shows the distribution of emotions. In addition to word
boundary and turn information, there also exists a semi-
automatically obtained segmentation into chunks for the
whole Aibo corpus considering pauses and syntactic bound-
aries. As evaluation strategy for this corpus three-fold cross-
validation was chosen, and splits were created with gender,
school and emotion distribution (given in order of priority)
conserved as much as possible as in [31].

SmartKom Corpus: The SmartKom Corpus was acquired
in a Wizard-of-Oz setting at the University of Munich, Ger-
many [26], within the SmartKom project, the goal of which
it was to develop a multimodal dialogue system for three
different scenarios: a public information interface, a home-
based and a mobile communication assistant. 222 subjects
were recorded in 447 sessions. Each session was ca. 4.5 min-
utes in length, however, the speech part is much less. Be-
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Table 3 The distribution of emotions in the headset-recorded sessions
within the mobile scenario of the SmartKom database

Positive Neutral Negative
∑

# 70 1579 167 1816

cause of better quality, only recordings made with a headset
microphone are used here for analysis which restricts the
data to 126 sessions of the mobile scenario with 66 speak-
ers (37 female and 34 male). The age ranged from 10 to 65
years, while most speakers were between 12 and 27 years
old. Videos were also recorded and supported the later anno-
tation of emotions. Apart from naturally occurring emotions
occasionally emotions were elicited by disfunctions of the
system such as leading a subject through a movie reserva-
tion process and revealing at the last step that this function
was not available now. While the occurring emotions can
be considered quite realistic, the biggest part of the speech
is emotionally neutral. Consequently, this corpus represents
a great challenge for automatic emotion recognition based
on speech information only. In SmartKom, the emotional
user states joy/gratification, surprise, pondering/reflecting,
helplessness, anger/irritation, and neutral were labelled [35]
based on the video recordings. Therefore, in contrast to the
other two databases labels in SmartKom are not based on
linguistic units such as words or utterances. Following a
scheme from [2], we merged joy and surprise into one class
“positive”, and pondering, helplessness and anger into one
class “negative”, thus ending up with three classes posi-
tive, neutral, negative. The distribution of emotions, which
is obviously very unequal, can be seen in Table 3. Informa-
tion on word boundaries was available from an automatic
speech recogniser. Again, this corpus was evaluated with
three-fold speaker-independent and gender-balanced cross-
validation.

5 Results

We will now describe the experiments we conducted to com-
pare emotion units and feature types for our EmoVoice sys-
tem. The classifier used in all experiments here is the Naïve
Bayes classifier, which we found to be a simple, but pow-
erful algorithm for the task of emotion classification and
especially suited for real-time processing. Furthermore, we
do not want to lay emphasis on classification at this point.
Results are always given as averaged accuracy for each
class, as overall accuracy may give false readings of the re-
sults because of unbalanced class distribution in two of the
databases. Feature selection sets were always obtained on
the training set for each cross-validation cycle.

Table 4 Emotion units explored for the three databases

Unit Berlin Aibo SmartKom

Fixed length 0.5 s
√ √ √

Fixed length 1 s
√ √ √

Fixed length 2 s
√ √ √

Automatic pause segmentation by VAD
√ √ √

Word
√ √ √

Word in context (± 1 word)
√ √ √

Syntactic/prosodic chunks –
√

–

Pause segmentation by ASR – –
√

Utterance
√

– –

Turns –
√ √

5.1 Comparison of Emotion Units

The first experiment was conducted to compare various
types of emotion units in view of their usefulness for dif-
ferent kinds of data, notably fixed length units, words, utter-
ances, segments marked by pauses, and turns. An overview
of all units examined in three analysed databases can be
found in Table 4 and the units will now be described in de-
tail: Starting with the non-linguistic units, three durations of
fixed length units were tested: 0.5, 1 and 2 seconds. These
were chosen because units of less than 0.5 seconds were
considered as too short for the calculation of statistical mea-
sures, while changes of the emotional state may well oc-
cur in units longer than 2 seconds. Lastly, as an approxima-
tion of a linguistic unit, speech parts segmented by breaks in
the voice activity detected automatically and on the acous-
tic signal only by the voice activity detection (VAD) algo-
rithm integrated into the ESMERALDA framework for auto-
matic speech recognition with HMMs [11], are investigated.
All these units are very suitable for an integrated online sys-
tem.

Linguistically motivated units that we analysed com-
prise words, words in context, manual and automatic speech
recognition (ASR) assisted pause segmentation as well as ut-
terances and dialogue turns. Words are often very short, that
is why they are also investigated in the context of one pre-
ceding and succeeding word and the potential silent or non-
verbal part in between. Furthermore, the difference of ad-
jacent words within an utterance with respect to their emo-
tional tone will scarcely be huge. As higher-level linguis-
tic units, chunks, utterances and turns are examined. On the
Aibo database, chunks were obtained by a manually revised
detection of syntactic and prosodic boundaries triggered by
main clauses, free phrases and between successive occur-
rences of the word “Aibo”, as these repetitions are likely to
mark a change in the emotional state [31]. Prosodic bound-
aries were set when pauses between words exceeded 0.5 sec-
onds. In SmartKom, chunks were defined by pauses longer
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than 0.5 seconds as detected by an ASR system, which is
a fully automatical procedure. However, only a few emo-
tionally neutral turns were affected by this segmentation.
Chunking is not available for the Berlin database, instead,
utterances were used. Finally, within dialogue turns changes
of the emotional state have to be expected, but the classifier
has to decide on only one emotion per turn. Turns containing
more than one emotion are probably not acoustically homo-
geneous with respect to emotions so they may produce lower
recognition rates. Concerning real-time issues, it is relevant
to look at the extraction time of the units. Obviously, fixed
length units and, in many cases, turn segmentation, which
may be inherent to the resp. application, need least compu-
tational effort. VAD depends only on the signal energy and
is thus also computationally cheap. Word, word in context
and pause segmentation by automatic speech recognition all
require considerably more time because the complex algo-
rithms of an automatic speech recognition system have to be
deployed. Last, semi-automatic syntactic/prosodic chunking
of course cannot be done in real-time by a machine only.

An important point is how labels, which were always
available for only one unit per database, are mapped onto
other units. Labels in the Berlin database arise from that
emotion that the actors were asked to pretend in the su-
perordinate utterance. For the Aibo database a more fine
grained label mapping strategy can be applied since labels
are available on word level from each of the five annota-
tors. We based our mapping on Steidl’s [34] strategy. So, for
word and 0.5 seconds, a majority voting of all available la-
bels was used. The label of a word in context is the label
of its central word. For VAD based units, chunks and 1.0
seconds, a unit was labelled as neutral, if at least 60% of
the votes were neutral; as motherese, if there were at least
as many votes for motherese than for emphatic or angry; as
angry, if there were equal or more votes for angry than for
emphatic; and as emphatic in the remaining cases. For turns
and 2.0 seconds, the same strategy was used, but the thresh-
old for neutral was set to 70%. Neutral is treated in a special
way because for a whole chunk to be perceived emotional,
not all words, especially function words, need to be uttered
emotionally. In the case of fixed length and VAD units, la-
bels are weighted by the number of samples occurring in
the unit. In the SmartKom database, labels were derived by
simple majority voting. If the relative majority of a fixed-
length unit pertained to silence, the unit was not used for
classification. Words shorter than 0.1 seconds were also dis-
carded. Of course these label mapping strategies are all com-
promises, for example in the Berlin database, not each word
in the utterance may reflect the whole utterance’s emotion.
Units where the strategy fits more often thus may receive a
better evaluation than others even if they are not better per
se. However, emotional speech databases come labelled on
one or at most two emotion units, so there is just no data

Fig. 1 Average duration of units in seconds for the three databases

available for a better comparison. Furthermore, the mapping
strategies are assumedly suitable for most of the segments.

Figure 1 shows the average length of each unit. Words
are shortest in Berlin, and VAD based units are shorter in
SmartKom and Aibo as in Berlin. The reason for that is
that Berlin contains read speech: the shorter word length
can be explained by a higher speaking rate as speakers do
not have to plan what to say and by the limited vocabulary
of the 10 sentences which does not contain extraordinarily
long words. Furthermore, when reading one makes fewer
pauses than when speaking freely and spontaneously, so that
there are less breaks in the voice activity. Thus VAD based
units are longer in Berlin than in Aibo or SmartKom. The
speech in SmartKom is especially characterised by ponder-
ing with many pauses so it is no surprise that here, VAD
units are shortest. It can further be observed that VAD units
are shorter than utterances or chunks (manually or by ASR),
so they seem to be rather on a segmental level between these
and words. Comparing automatic with linguistic units in re-
spect to length, 1.0 s approximately matches the word in
context of ±1 word, and 2.0 s approximates utterances or
manual chunking. A word is even shorter than 0.5 s.

Table 5 shows recognition results for the different seg-
mentation units for the three databases. For the Berlin data-
base, the difference in results between the units is most dra-
matically: the best unit (utterances) is almost twice as good
as the worst (words). This may be due to the very short av-
erage word length: 0.1 s is obviously too short for global
statistics features. A dynamic classification approach might
give better results here. In the SmartKom database, words
also score worse than longer units, though the difference is
not as big. In contrast, results for words and chunks on the
Aibo corpus are very similar, but here it is important to no-
tice that the labelling was based on words. With regard to
the question whether turns are too long because they may
often contain several emotions, results indicate that this ef-
fect is not huge as they score quite good in both Aibo and
SmartKom. VAD units on average come off best which ar-
gues in favour of not overly long units. Even though this
unit is rather targeted at non-prompted speech as in Aibo or
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Table 5 Comparison of different segmentation levels by averaged
class accuracy in %. Best and insignificantly worse results for each
database in bold

Unit Berlin Aibo SmartKom

0.5 s 44.4 47.5 43.9

1 s 57.6 48.7 44.0

2 s 64.9 48.8 42.4

VAD 60.0 51.0 48.5

Word 38.8 51.0 44.3

Word ± 1 51.6 50.7 45.1

Chunks – 50.3 –

Pauses by ASR – – 45.1

Utterance 73.4 – –

Turn – 49.3 46.1

SmartKom, VAD units score worse only than utterances and
2.0 s segments in the Berlin database. So they apparently do
not give bad results on prompted speech either and are very
suitable for online recognition at the same time because they
are fast to extract. For this reason, VAD is chosen as unit in
the experiments on features in the following section.

Concluding, the best type of unit is different in each
database. Apart from the characteristics of the speech data
(read, spontaneous), this is probably due to the labelling,
which is always based on only one unit and is different in
each database.

5.2 Feature Type Evaluation

In this section, we aim to evaluate the significance of the
feature types described in Sect. 3, especially with respect to
their ability to predict particular classes which is assumed to
be different for different data types. For this end, we com-
posed a feature set on all three databases using VAD based
units, in which all features can be extracted fast, reliably and
fully automatically. Most features were extracted as one of
9 statistical functions (mean, minimum, maximum, range,
standard deviation, median, first quartile, third quartile and
interquartile range) from basic acoustic observation series
or transformations of them in a generative way. For pitch,
these series were the raw pitch, the logarithmised pitch, the
normalised pitch by subtracting the median from the loga-
rithmised pitch values [15], transformations of these as the
series of the local maxima, the local minima the difference,
distance and slope between adjacent local extrema as well
as first and second derivation. Additionally, the unlogarith-
mised pitch mean, median, first and third quartile values
were normalised by minimum and maximum pitch of the re-
spective segment. Further pitch features were the position of
the overall pitch maximum, which approximates the main

chunk accent, and the position of the overall pitch mini-
mum. As indicators for pitch contours, the number of min-
ima, maxima, falling and rising values were obtained. All
these values were normalised by the number of pitch values
in the segment.

From energy, as for pitch, the series of only the local
maxima and only the local minima were created, as well
as difference, distance and slope between adjacent local ex-
trema, furthermore first and second order derivation together
with the series of their local maxima and local minima. Also,
the position of the global maximum and the number of lo-
cal maxima, both normalised by the number of frames in the
segment, were calculated. Duration features fell out of the
generative approach. They include the chunk length, mea-
sured in seconds, the zero-crossing rate to roughly decode
speaking rate, and pause as the proportion of non-speech
calculated by the voice activity detection algorithm from the
signal energy [11] and also approximated by the ratio of un-
voiced pitch frames to the total number of pitch frames in
the unit. With respect to spectral features, especially infor-
mation on the slope of the spectrum was regarded as impor-
tant, so for each short-term spectrum, the distance between
the 10th and the 90th percentile, the slope between weakest
and strongest frequency, the centre of gravity as well as two
linear regression coefficients were calculated by ordinary
least-square estimation. Each of these 5 values yielded a
new 1-dimensional time series, to which the statistical func-
tions listed earlier were applied. For MFCC related features,
12 coefficients and their average, plus their first and second
derivatives were calculated as time series, and also trans-
formed into the series of local maxima and minima. Voiced
segments were considered further as counts of the lengths of
both the voiced and the unvoiced segments in a unit as time
series, and additionally, the number of voiced segments nor-
malised by the number of pitch frames in the chunk was cal-
culated. Voice quality was modelled by jitter and shimmer of
the glottal pulses of the whole segment, and the number of
glottal pulses normalised by the segment length in seconds.
Furthermore, statistics were derived from the Harmonics-to-
Noise ratio. A final summary of the number of features per
type can be found in Table 6.

One problem with the experiment is that the number of
features is very unequal for different types (see Table 6).
A large number can be positive for a feature type, as the
chance of catching meaningful properties is higher, or nega-
tive, if redundant features interfere with each other. In order
to make the feature set sizes a bit more equal and to restrict
the sets to meaningful and discriminative features, corre-
lation based feature subset selection (CFS, [13]) from the
Weka data mining toolkit [42] was carried out for each type.
The goal of CFS is to find a subset where the correlation of
each feature with the class is maximised, while the correla-
tion of the features among each other is low. This strategy
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is especially beneficial for the Naïve Bayes classifier which
performs bad when features are highly correlated since it as-
sumes features to be independent for simplification reasons.
Each database is analysed with automatic voice activity de-
tection as unit as this was found to be the best compromise
between accuracy and fast computation in the previous com-
parison of emotion units and is thus especially suited for our
goal of real-time emotion recognition.

Table 7 shows the results of feature type evaluation ob-
tained for the Berlin database. Anger, neutral, disgust and
sadness achieve high accuracies while joy and fear seem
difficult to distinguish from other classes. Anger can be de-
tected very accurately by all feature types except for voic-
ing and pitch, by the latter, however, with at least medium
accuracy. Neutral is recognised well by pitch, MFCC, dura-
tion and spectral features, but achieves low accuracies with
the other feature types. Energy features contribute most to

Table 6 Number of features per types

Feature type Number of features

Pitch 208

Energy 110

Duration 4

Spectrum 45

Cepstrum 1053

Voiced segments 19

Voice quality 12

∑
1451

the recognition of disgust, whereas for sadness, MFCC fea-
tures achieve the highest accuracy. Boredom is discrimi-
nated moderately well by pitch and MFCC features. Voic-
ing features are the best indicator for joy, pitch and MFCC
for sadness, though for both classes, only low accuracies can
be achieved. From the perspective of the feature types, not
of the classes, it can be observed that pitch detects neutral
better than other classes, while energy is a good indicator
for anger and disgust, so rather for negative emotions with
high activation, but not for other classes. MFCCs have the
broadest aptitude and are best for neutral, anger and sadness.
Duration features are mainly good at detecting anger, spec-
tral features at detecting neutral and anger. Voicing features
seem to have discriminating ability only for joy, and voice
quality for anger. With regard to the recognition rates for
all classes, only MFCCs classify correctly in more than half
of the cases, though all feature types classify above chance
level. Duration, voicing and voice quality feature are, how-
ever, considerably worse than the other feature types. Obvi-
ously, MFCCs have the best generalising power though they
do not perform best in each class. A positive result is that
each feature type contributes to the recognition accuracy,
though for most classes, single types stand out, while most
perform bad. In the Aibo database (see Table 8), the classes
angry, neutral and motherese can be recognised very well,
only emphatic is difficult to detect. Voice quality, pitch and
MFCC features are relevant for anger; for emphatic, only
MFCCs give useful results. Neutral is best discriminated by
duration and voicing features which in turn have consid-
erably lower scores for the other classes. However, due to
the unbalanced class distribution in the Aibo database, it is

Table 7 Feature type
comparison for Berlin by
individual and mean class
accuracy, best or insignificantly
worse results for each class in
bold

Berlin Pitch Energy MFCC Duration Spectral Voicing Voice quality All

Joy 38.6 12.3 42.1 5.3 15.8 47.4 10.5 49.1

Neutral 67.2 34.4 68.8 55.7 60.7 6.6 13.1 80.3

Anger 51.6 71.1 64.8 72.7 77.3 16.4 78.1 70.3

Fear 40.7 11.1 40.7 1.9 20.4 29.6 3.7 53.7

Disgust 21.8 65.2 43.5 6.5 21.7 13.0 15.2 56.5

Sadness 26.2 36.9 63.1 40.5 46.4 16.7 34.5 41.7

Boredom 51.5 32.4 54.4 23.5 20.6 17.6 20.6 64.7

Average 42.5 37.6 53.9 29.4 37.6 21.1 25.1 59.5

Table 8 Feature type
comparison for Aibo by
individual and mean class
accuracy, best or insignificantly
worse results for each class in
bold

Aibo Pitch Energy MFCC Duration Spectral Voicing Voice quality All

Angry 74.2 42.5 61.3 22.1 34.0 26.8 79.7 59.0

Emphatic 27.9 37.0 49.5 32.8 33.6 29.3 14.6 44.5

Neutral 26.8 29.1 44.9 77.5 28.3 73.7 12.2 42.5

Motherese 6.5 63.8 45.3 0.0 74.5 5.3 18.7 58.3

AA 33.9 43.1 50.3 33.1 42.6 33.8 31.3 51.1
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Table 9 Feature type
comparison for SmartKom by
individual and mean class
accuracy, best or insignificantly
worse results for each class in
bold.

SmartKom Pitch Energy MFCC Duration Spectral Voicing Voice quality All

Positive 4.8 8.1 12.1 0.0 26.6 14.5 0.0 19.4

Neutral 86.9 68.5 65.3 95.9 49.5 72.3 96.8 67.4

Negative 19.1 57.0 58.3 14.2 68.7 23.2 6.3 58.6

AA 36.9 44.5 45.2 36.7 48.3 36.6 34.4 48.5

hard to tell whether these features are especially suited to
recognise neutral voices or whether they just classify in the
most frequent class. Motherese is recognised best by spec-
tral and energy features. Again looking at the feature types,
pitch, MFCCs and voice quality detect anger well, energy
and spectral motherese, duration and voicing neutral. Each
feature type excels in only one class. Overall, again MFCCs
are best (again with about half of the instances classified cor-
rectly), followed by energy and spectral features. The prob-
lem of unbalanced class distribution is even more serious
in the SmartKom database (see Table 9). Especially the dif-
ference in recognition rate for the most and least frequent
classes, neutral and positive, is extreme. Results for neu-
tral and the overall recognition rate are therefore not overly
meaningful. For positive emotions, spectral features are by
far the best, but still below chance level. Spectral features,
and to a lesser extent also MFCC and energy features, are
most important for negative emotions. The importance of
spectral features is noticeable. Again, MFCCs show the best
performance over all classes.

Comparing all three databases, MFCC features generally
prove to be the most descriptive type of features. However, it
is hard to say whether this is due to the quality of the features
or just to their high number (even after correlation analy-
sis). Furthermore, each feature type contributes at least at
one point so it is not wise to drop any type completely. Nei-
ther is it possible to make a general statement valid across
database types which feature types are especially suited for
certain emotions. For example, voice quality is important
for anger in the Berlin and Aibo databases, but not for neg-
ative in SmartKom. Apparently, however, the less emotional
the data is, the higher is the importance of MFCCs. With an
ideal fusion scheme relying always on the best feature type
for each class, even a higher result could be obtained by a
multi-level classification split into feature types than with
all types together. Of course, relevant features and feature
types do not only depend on the emotional classes that are
considered; for other databases, units or classifiers, different
features may be relevant than were found here.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated strategies for emotion units
and feature type evaluation. With respect to emotion units, to

our knowledge no such comprehensive and systematic com-
parison of units for emotion recognition from speech has
been conducted so far. We found good units to some extent
to be dependent on the particular database which we think is
mainly due to what the labelling was based on. In general,
however, accuracy increased with the length of the unit. Fur-
thermore, our comparison showed that non-linguistic units
may also have very good performance, though so far, rather
the opposite has been implicitly assumed, as there are al-
most no studies using such units. This positive result holds at
least under the specific conditions (e. g. databases, features,
classifier, evaluation strategies) of the experiments here. In
particular, VAD based units have not yet been systematically
examined and we found them to compare very well to tradi-
tional units in all three databases. We think that they are es-
pecially suited for online processing and therefore use them
for our online emotion recognition framework EmoVoice.

The feature type evaluation showed that the relevance of
types is indeed very database dependent. While for read,
acted speech, pitch features were very relevant, the less
emotional the data was, the higher was the importance of
MFCC and spectral features. Evaluating each class individ-
ually, MFCCs also proved to be the most generally success-
ful feature type across databases. But, as MFCCs are very
general and actually intended to filter out non-linguistic in-
fluences in speech, there is still more potential in the search
for good feature types. The characteristics of each class were
usually best described by one or two feature types only while
all others were considerably less suited and all feature types
were most relevant for at least one class. This lets us argue
in favour of using many feature types as they capture very
different aspects of emotions and we integrated all feature
types described here into our EmoVoice framework.
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